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I. Overview
War Galley is a naval wargame for 2 players,  
played using regular (60x35mm) matchboxes and 
matchsticks.

Each player controls (one or more) war galleys - 
built from matchboxes - and moves them around by 
giving them series of orders by forming patterns of 
matches.

Attacking and firing at other galleys is done by drop-
ping matchsticks on the table, and resolving dam-
age effects based on how they land. As ships take 
damage they lose oars or masts and matches are 
removed from their structure.

How many matches was that? Well, you will need 
about 8 matchboxes and a handful of matchsticks to 
build and play the game.

War Galley is released under Creative Commons 
License (CC BY-NC 3.0). Sharing & modifying the 
game is allowed for non-commercial purposes. 
Hope you enjoy the game!

War Galley (1st Ed.) 
Designed by Thomas Løfgren, Aug’ 2011 
thomas@loefgren.dk / twitter: @loeffe
www.grandtheftbicycle.net

WAR GALLEY
a game of naval warfare by thomas løfgren
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The prow of a Roman galley 
(source: fromoldbooks.com)

The prow of a matchbox galley. (scale 1:500)



II. building the galleys
Each player must build two war galleys using regu-
lar matchboxes and matches. Alternatively build just 
one each for a quick introductionary game.

Building Instructions
• You will need a matchbox, matchsticks and a 

small awl (to make holes)
• Remove the “drawer” from the matchbox, leav-

ing only the “box” (“hull”)
• Make holes in the galley depending on gally type 

(see below)
• Make (up to) 4 holes in the top for the masts, 

preferably using an awl.
• Make (up to) 6 holes in each side for the oars.

Oars
The sides will contain regular matchsticks. These 
are the galley’s oars, representing rowers on each 
side of the galley.

Masts 
The top holes will contain matchsticks with the head 
removed. These are the ship’s masts, representing 
troops on the galley.

Galley Types
You may chose to construct one of 3 different types 
of galleys, using the formula: 
Rowers per side + troops = 8

Configurations:
• 6 oars per side (12 total) and 2 masts. 
• 5 oars per side (10 total) and 3 masts. 
• 4 oars per side (8 total) and 4 masts. 

The galley must have the same amount of oars on 
both sides as the game begins, but this may change 
during combat. 

Front end (prow)
Draw a small triangle on the front end of the “deck” 
showing which end points forward. The galley can 
ram enemies with this end.

Design tip 
If you peel off the sides of the “drawer” you can slide 
it back in, “beneath” the oars, and make it look like 
the galley has a solid front and rear end.

A finished 3 master (5 oars per side) 

What you will need: 
matchbox, awl, matches with and without 
heads.

IMPORTANT NOTICE! 
Please take care when constructing the 
game. The flammable head of the matches 
should NEVER come in contact with the strik-
ing surface when you construct your galleys, 
nor when playing the game.
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III. setting up the game
Recieve order matches
Each player grabs/makes a number of “order match-
es”, identitcal to his galleys’ layouts: 

• take one regular match for each oar (on one 
side of your galleys).

• take one headless match for each mast on your 
galleys.

You should have 8 matches total per galley, these 
are used for giving orders (section IV.). Keep them 
in an empty matchbox.

Create order screens
For each galley create an “order screen”, by split-
ting open a matchbox and forming a small screen. 
Orders matches are placed behind this screen, to 
hide them from opponents.

Place galleys
Players sit on each side of a regular dining table, and 
take turns placing a single galley on their side of the 
table. Continue until all galleys are placed.

The galley must be placed within 2 match-lengths 
from your edge of the table and 2 matches away 
from friendly galleys. 

IV. Playing the game
War Galley is played over a number of rounds until 
a winner is found.

Each round has the following phases:
1. Give orders
2. Reveal orders
3. Execute orders (5 steps of movement and com-

bat)

In phase 1, players secretly program (up to) 5  ac-
tions that each galley will execute this round (such 
as moving, turning and firing at enemies), and place 
them behind the order screens.

In phase 2, players simultaneously reveal which 
orders they have given their galleys, and place the 
order matches in front of their ships. 

In phase 3 players execute their orders, which 
typically consists 5 order-steps of movement and 
attacks. Galleys execute one order each before 
moving on to the next step. Repeat until all orders 
have been executed.
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Possible orders:
Foward, 
turn right, 
turn left, 
fire (use headless match for fire order), 
reorganize

Example orders: 
The 5 orders are executed in this sequence
1. Forward
2. Forward
3. Fire!
4. Turn Right
5. Fire!

phase 1 - giving orders

Place up to 5 matches behind each of your order 
screen to give your galley orders. 

When all orders are placed players reveal all orders 
simultaneously.

Orders
In the illustration on the right you can see the pos-
sible orders, and how to place an order matche to 
execute a given order.

• Forward pointing match: Move forward
• Left pointing match: Turn left
• Right pointing match: Turn right
• horizontal headless match: Fire!
• 2 backward pointing matches: Reorganize

Orders are explained in detail on the following 
pages.

Attack & movement limits
As ships take damage, they become less efficient.

Players may not give more attack orders than the 
number of masts on their galley. I.e. a galley with 2 
masts may attack only 2 times per round.

Players may not give more movement orders than 
the number of oars on the side which has least 
oars. I.e. a galley with 3 oars on one side and 2 oars 
on the other may not use more than 2 move/turn 
orders.

Damaged ships may not be able to place 5 orders, 
as their movement and firing limits rise when takin-
ing casualties. 

You must always place as many order matches as 
possible.

Match arrangement
Arrange order matches so the first orders your ship 
executes are at the top of the arrangement (furthest 
away from you). 

Orders are then executed top-to-bottom from the ar-
rangement. See example on opposite page.
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Forward, forward, fire, right, fire Forward, forward, fire, right, fire

Order example Order execution

phase 2 - reveal orders

In phase 2 players reveal orders for all galleys si-
multaneously, then place the order matches in front 
of the galleys, to visualize what actions the vessels 
will execute this round.

See illustration below:

How to place the order matches:

Move forward: If it’s the first match placed, then 
place it straight in front of the ship, otherwise place 
it so that it extends the previous order match in a 
straight line.

Turning Left/Right: Place a (placeholder) match 
straight in front the previous order match (like when 
moving forward). Then form an equilateral triangle 
using two more matches, pointing the way you turn. 
The bottom arm of the triangle is how your galley 
will turn. (See illustration to the right). Remove the 
two unused placeholder matches. 

Firing: Place a (headless) firing match horizontally 
in front of the latest order match.

Intersecting matches: If matches from two galleys 
intersect when placing orders, simply wait to place 
the remaining orders, and execute the placed orders 
first, before resolving the unplaced ones. 

Right turning example. Remove the 2 un-
used matches after forming equilateral trian-

gle (i.e. a 60 degree turn).
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phase 3 - Execute orders

In phase 3 players execute orders, in 5 “order 
steps”, starting with the first order given (i.e. the first 
order match in front of each galley). When all play-
ers have executed the first order, all players move 
on to their next order (etc.), until all orders have 
been executed.

Each of the 5 orders steps follows this sequence of 
events:
 
A. Movement (and turning) is done first. Collisions 
and ramming may occur if two galleys intersect each 
other. See “collisions” below.

B. Firing orders are executed after movement. Gal-
leys which have a fire order may target an enemy 
galley within range (3 matches). See “firing” below.

C. Reorganize orders are done last and take 2 full 
order steps to complete. The player skips the first 
order step and does nothing. In the following step 
he may move oars around the ship, and rearrange 
them any way he choses, as long as each side has 
at least one oar left.

Collisions
If galleys (even friendly ones!) are in to contact after 
a movement step, a collision has occured. As move-
ment is considered simultaneous, move all ships 
with movement orders, then evaluate collisions.

As galleys have powerful rams in the bow (front) of 
the ship, it can be devestating to get rammed by an 
enemy vessel. To resolve a collision determine how 
the two vessels collide.

Side-ram: A galley is side-ramming another vessel 
if its front hits the other vessels side. The rammed 
vessel takes 2 damage (see “dealing damage” 
later).

Rear-ram: If one ship hits another in the rear, it is 
rear-ramming. The rammed vessel takes 1 damage.

Frontal collision: Galleys which collide frontally 
both deals damage to each other. Both vessels take 
2 damage.

Speed Damage bonus: For each “forward” move-
ment executed by the damage-dealing ship im-
mediately before the ram occurred give +1 bonus 
damage, as the ship built up greater speed before 
the collision. (Note: this means frontal colliding ships 
don’t always recieving the same amount of dam-
age).
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Left galley siderams the right one, damaging 
it for (at least) 2 points.



Firing

Galleys carry a large number of troops (represented 
by the masts on the ship), which fire volleys of ar-
rows or spears at enemy ships. Their effective range 
is 3 matches in any direction, from the edge of the 
ship. I.e. you must be able to reach the enemy hull, 
by placing 3 matches next to your own hull, in order 
to fire.

The closer the enemy, the deadlier the volleys. The 
broad-side area (straight to the sides of the gallyes, 
see illustration below), where the troops can get the 
best aim is especially dangerous.

Firing (Dropping matches) 
Firing is done by taking a number of regular match-
es in your hand, depending on the number of troops 
(i.e. masts on your ship) and the distance to your 
enemy (see chart below).

Distance              Multiplier
1 match             x 2
2 matches  x 1
3 matches  x ½ (round up)

E.g. a ship with 3 masts, which is firing at an enemy 
at a distance of 1 match drops 3 x 2 = 6 matches.  

Hold the relevant amount of matches between your 
fingers - at a height of at least 15 cm (6 inches) - 
and drop them anywhere on the table.
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Damage
Any dropped match which ends up pointing at the 
enemy ship with its coated end will deal 1 damage  
(see “dealing damage”, next page).

Broadside 
When firing at enemy ships within the broadside 
zone (straight to the sides of galleys, see picture 
below), matches which point with their rear (non-
coated) end also do damage, greatly increasing the 
chances of hitting your target.

Misfire 
If any of the dropped matches touch any ships or 
order matches before coming to a full rest, the shot 
has missed entirely! Be careful where you drop the 
matches, and keep a safe distance to any ship.



dealing damage

When a galley is hit or rammed it is dealt with by 
removing matches (oars and masts) from the galley, 
using the following rules:

A) The first hit always goes to a rower (oar) in the 
side of the ship which was closest to the galley 
dealing the damage (evaluate the incoming angle 
for firing and ramming).

B) The remaining damage is distributed freely by 
the captain of the damaged ship, as long as the side 
facing the attacking galley always takes the most 
amount of damage. Distribute the damage among 
rowers (oars on either side), or soldiers (masts). 

C) If taking 3 (or more) damage, the captain must 
remove at least one mast (troop) from his ship, if 
any remain, otherwise deal all damage to oars.

Sinking a galley 
A galley sinks when it has no more oars on any side 
of the ship. A ship does not sink if it has no more 
troops (masts) left. It may still be used for ramming, 
(but can no longer fire).

If one side of your ship has only 1-2 oars left it is 
wise to reorganize the rowers, or turn your stronger 
side against your opponent.

Damage penalty 
As described in “Phase 1 - Giving orders” players 
may not give more attack orders than the number of 
masts remaining on their galley, and no more move-
ment orders than the number of oars on the side on 
which it has least oars. 

As ships take damage it quickly becomes impos-
sible to execute all 5 orders because of these limits, 
rendering the galleys less seaworthy and/or deadly 
in combat.

V. Game end
Game ends when a player has no more galleys left 
sailing, or forfeits the game.

 

VI. Designer Notes
Depicted on Danish matchboxes is “Tordenskjold” 
(1690-1720), admiral and warhero (who sadly com-
mandeered frigates, not galleys). 

There are a lot of possibilities for expanding this 
game. A few ideas that have popped up are: spe-
cialised vessels, boarding rules, point systems / xp, 
reefs, islands and other obstacles, but I’m sure you 
have better ones! 

Thanks for reading! Enjoy the game.
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Attack example:
Only 1 match (highlighted) points at the de-
fenders ship, dealing 1 damage to the ves-
sel. Defender must remove 1 oar from the 
side closest to the enemy ship.

Matches which point at own ship are ignored. 
Matches which point with REAR only do 
damage if enemy is within broadside zone 
(not applicable in this example).


